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Think Like a Reporter
As a reporter, write a script that covers a scene from 
pages 168-172. Focus on a specific theme. Use descriptions from 
the story to show what viewers would see in the Video column. In 
the Audio column, write the reporter’s narration. You can also use 
quotes from the characters as if they are first-person interviews.

Batting Practice

Video Audio
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Using Context
Read each sentence.  Use context clues to figure out the  
meaning of the underlined word.  Then write the meaning  
of the word on the lines.

 1. Do you think Mason was trying to deceive me when he gave the 

wrong answers to my questions?

  

  

 2. My mother taught me to be polite and courteous towards my elders.

  

  

 3. I thought the room in the picture was getting smaller, but it was only 

an optical illusion.

  

  

 4. The rider decided to mount the horse and practice riding once more 

before the show.

  

  

 5. I tried to enlist Sara’s help on the project because she is such a good 

artist.
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Words with ie or ei
Basic Write the Basic Word that best belongs in each group.

 1. recreational, relaxing, 

 2. mislead, betray, 

 3. cover, mask, 

 4. momentary, quick, 

 5. conviction, opinion, 

 6. snatch, clutch, 

 7. arrogant, vain, 

 8. rule, govern, 

 9. observe, notice, 

 10. goods, cargo, 

 11. pasture, meadow, 

 12. despair, sorrow, 

 13. pause, give up, 

 14. distant, far-off, 

 15. fierce, intense, 

Challenge You have just been to see a famous magician perform.  
Write sentences describing the show.  Use three Challenge Words.  
Write on a separate sheet of paper.

 1. brief
 2. field
 3. reign
 4. review
 5. fiery
 6. receipt
 7. relieve
 8. conceited
 9. neither
 10. foreign
 11. grief
 12. veil
 13. freight
 14. belief
 15. deceive
 16. yield
 17. beige
 18. perceive
 19. seize
 20. leisure

Challenge 
reprieve
wield
feign
conceive
retrieve

Spelling Words
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Spelling Word Sort
Write each Basic Word beside the correct heading. 

i before e

ei after c

ei spells / ̄a / 

Other patterns

Challenge Add the Challenge Words to your Word Sort.

Connect to Reading Look through The Boy Who Saved Baseball.  
Find more words that have the ie and ei spelling patterns on this 
page.  Add them to your Word Sort. 

 1. brief
 2. field
 3. reign
 4. review
 5. fiery
 6. receipt
 7. relieve
 8. conceited
 9. neither
 10. foreign
 11. grief
 12. veil
 13. freight
 14. belief
 15. deceive
 16. yield
 17. beige
 18. perceive
 19. seize
 20. leisure

Challenge
reprieve
wield
feign
conceive
retrieve

Spelling Words
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Proofreading for Spelling
Find the misspelled words and circle them.  Write them correctly  
on the lines below.

Everyone has read a story about a great baseball team, firey 

competitors who seeze every opportunity on the baseball feild. 

Defeat is foriegn to them, but they aren’t concieted in any way. 

My team wasn’t like that.

I won’t decieve you. We were the worst softball team in 

history. A revew of our record takes no time at all. We lost 48 

games. We won zero. We were successful at niether pitching nor 

hitting. Our uniforms were even baige! Nothing would releive 

our losing streak. Once, the opposing pitcher pitched a no-hitter! 

As far as I know, no other team in the history of slow-pitch 

softball has failed to get a single hit.

Our efforts didn’t yeeld a single playoff slot. We finally  

called it quits after four years. And I had just bought a new 

glove! I should have saved the receit.

 1.  7. 

 2.  8. 

 3.  9. 

 4.  10. 

 5.  11. 

 6.  12. 

 1. brief
 2. field
 3. reign
 4. review
 5. fiery
 6. receipt
 7. relieve
 8. conceited 
 9. neither 
 10. foreign
 11. grief
 12. veil 
 13. freight
 14. belief 
 15. deceive 
 16. yield 
 17. beige
 18. perceive
 19. seize
 20. leisure

Spelling Words
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Action Verbs

An action verb is a word that shows action. It says what 
someone or something does or did. Action verbs tell what 
event or activity is happening or has already happened.

Char eats hot dogs at the game.

We played baseball at the park on Saturday.

Activity Underline the action verb in each sentence.

 1. We walked from the auditorium to the baseball field.

 2. I predict a win for the Cougars. 

 3. Gabe threw the opening pitch.

 4. Keisha raced across the plate. 

 5. Rami pitched during the third inning.

 6. We all cheer for the players.

 7. Jack hits a home run.

 8. Both teams played a great game.

Thinking Question 
Which word shows 
action?
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Main and Helping Verbs

The main verb in a sentence tells what the subject does  
or is.

You are swinging too soon. 

A helping verb helps the main verb show an action or 
make a statement. Some common helping verbs are  
am, is, are, was, were, will, should, have, had, has, and can.

You are swinging too soon.

Activity Underline the main verb in each sentence. Circle any  
helping verbs.

 1. The team has played well this season.

 2. We have won most of our games.

 3. I will leave at the end of the season.

 4. I can watch the game at my house.

 5. I am attending a game tonight. 

 6. You should concentrate on the game.

 7. You could catch that ball.

 8. He should watch the ball. 

Thinking Question 
Which verb tells 
what the subject is 
or does, and which 
verb helps it?
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Being and Linking Verbs

A linking verb links the subject of a sentence to a noun 
or adjective. A linking verb does not show action. It  
tells what someone or something is, was, or will be.

The coach looks happy today. (Happy describes  
coach.)

A being verb shows what the subject is or is like.  
A being verb is a kind of linking verb. 

The coach is happy today.

Activity Underline the being verb or linking verb in each sentence.

 1. Baseball is a very popular sport.

 2. The pitcher looked quite happy.

 3. The hit seemed fair to me.

 4. The game became very tense.

 5. You appeared calm at the end of the game.

 6. Our seats seemed a long way from the field.

 7. Baseball can be a very exciting game.

 8. I felt good about the game.

 9. She is so happy about the win.

 10. The team was ecstatic about the playoffs.

Thinking Question 
What word or words 
link the subject with 
another word that 
describes or renames 
it?
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Complete Sentences

Complete Subject Complete Predicate
My brother plays baseball on the high school team.

Sentence Fragment Practices every day after school
Complete Sentence He practices every day after school.

Run-On Sentence We watched the game last night it was fun to cheer.
Complete Sentences We watched the game last night. It was fun to cheer.
Run-On Sentence My brother caught a fly ball he hit a home run.
Complete Sentence My brother caught a fly ball and hit a home run.

1–4. Label each group of words sentence fragment or complete sentence. 
If the group of words is a complete sentence, draw a line between the 
complete subject and the complete predicate.

 1. Kids have played at O’leary Park for years. 

 2. Even my grandpa when he was young! 

 3. The city wants to pave over the field. 

 4. Will make posters to protest and write to our mayor. 

5–6. Correct each run-on sentence by creating a compound subject or 
compound predicate. Use the conjunction in parentheses. Write the new 
sentence on the line.

 5. My family loves baseball my family always roots for our hometown 
team. (and)

  

 6. At the ballpark, my sisters share a bag of peanuts I share a bag of 
peanuts. (and)
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Connect to Writing

Verbs tell what someone or something does. Good writers choose  
verbs carefully to help their readers picture the action in their minds.

sentences with vague verbs sentences with exact verbs
Gracie ran across the field. Gracie sprinted across the field.
Tyler walked by the bleachers. Tyler strolled by the bleachers. 

Rewrite each sentence, replacing the underlined verb with a more  
exact verb.

 1. Cho looked at the team roster. 

  

 2. She ran across the field. 

  

 3. Danny ran toward third base.  

  

 4. They ate popcorn and peanuts at the game. 

  

 5. Some weeds grew around the outfield.  

  

 6. She drew a picture of the ballpark.  
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Focus Trait: Voice 
Establishing a Claim

Good writers begin a response paragraph with a claim, or opinion, about a topic. The 

claim establishes what the writer believes. The rest of the paragraph is organized with 

relevant reasons and evidence that support the claim. 

Read the paragraphs. Rewrite the topic sentence to include a strong claim presented by the 
writer. Use strong, vivid language.

 1. The media is good for people. The reason I believe this is that they 
bring the important stories that keep us connected to the outside 
world. For example, I know what’s happening in my community, but 
what’s happening a thousand miles away from me? When I turn 
on the television, I hear the familiar voice of the anchorwoman fill 
my living room, and I listen intently to the stories. As a result, I feel 
connected to my country and to the people around the world.

  

  

  

 2. Mass media is distracting. When I look all around me, I am 
bombarded by distracting advertisements. One advertisement 
promises “Get whiter teeth now!” The next advertisement screams 
“The most amazing shampoo that you just can’t live without!” The 
products are endless, and it can be overwhelming to decide which 
one to choose. In the end, I always decide that hitting the great 
outdoors is the best distraction that works for me! 
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“Do Knot Enter” from Math Trek:  
Adventures in the MathZone
Examine the Knots

Sometimes authors use figurative language to help the reader feel 
certain emotions. Reread page 198 of “Do Knot Enter” and note the 
figurative language. Identity the feeling it creates.

Figurative Language What It Really Means Feeling It Causes

It twists under and over 
itself again …

Kids are spinning around 
on a crazy-looking flying 
saucer …

Hold your horses …

the naughty knotty gate …
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The author created clever section titles using the word knot.  
Look again at the section titles. Then write the meaning  
of each title based on its title and the contents  
of the section.

Section Title Meaning

Do Knot Enter

Knots and Unknots

To Be or Knot to Be

Lord Kelvin’s Knots

Knots in Your Body



Word Relationships
Read each pair below. Use the relationship in parentheses to predict 
the meaning of the boldface word. Write your predicted meaning on 
the line.

 1. fox / kit (adult to baby)

  Meaning: 

 2. insect / antennae (whole to part) 

  Meaning: 

 3. racquet / tennis (equipment to sport) 

  Meaning: 

 4. plain / embellished (antonyms) 

  Meaning: 

 5. quill / pen (item to category) 

  Meaning: 

 6. sulfur / smell (cause to effect)

  Meaning: 

 7. stamen / flower (part to whole)

  Meaning: 

 8. milliner / hat shop (person to location)

  Meaning: 

 9. velociraptor / dinosaur (item to category)

  Meaning: 

 10. sorrow / tears (cause to effect)

  Meaning: 
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Final / er/
Basic Complete the puzzle by writing the Basic Word for each clue.

1.

2. 3. 4.

6.

5.

7.

8.

9

10.

11.

Across
 2. think about
 5. usual
 6. used to make cloth
 8. specific
 10. obstacle
 11. the study of forms 

of words 

Down
 1. a unit of area
 3. a person who is in charge 

of something
 4. alike but not the same
 7. a person who has a great 

deal of knowledge
 9. narrow and powerful beam 

of light

Challenge Write sentences about your class field trip to the science 
museum.  Be sure to describe both indoor and outdoor features.  Use  
at least three Challenge Words.  Write on a separate sheet of paper.

 1. fiber
 2. similar
 3. regular
 4. barrier
 5. superior
 6. grammar
 7. rumor
 8. character
 9. director
 10. acre
 11. consider
 12. junior
 13. senior
 14. solar
 15. scholar
 16. razor
 17. surrender
 18. particular
 19. familiar
 20. laser

Challenge 
escalator
cursor
geyser
perpendicular
maneuver

Spelling Words
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Spelling Word Sort
Write each Basic Word beside the correct heading.

Final / er/ with 
-er pattern

Final / er/ with 
-or pattern

Final / er/ with 
-ar pattern

Final / er/ with 
other pattern

Challenge Add the Challenge Words to your Word Sort.

Connect to Reading Look through “Do Knot Enter.” Find words that
have the final / er/ sound patterns shown on this page.  Add them to 
your Word Sort.

 1. � ber
 2. similar
 3. regular
 4. barrier
 5. superior
 6. grammar
 7. rumor
 8. character
 9. director
 10. acre
 11. consider
 12. junior
 13. senior
 14. solar
 15. scholar
 16. razor
 17. surrender
 18. particular
 19. familiar
 20. laser

Challenge 
escalator
cursor
geyser
perpendicular
maneuver

Spelling Words
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Proofreading for Spelling
Find the misspelled words and circle them.  Write them correctly 
on the lines below.

After math class, Rich walked to the auditorium. Usually, 

he would never considar auditioning for a school play, but the 

directir was his favorite teacher. Plus, Rich was a senyur this 

year. It would be his last chance. He walked into a crowd of 

familier faces and took a seat.

“The rumer is that we are doing The Wizard of Oz this year,” 

whispered a juniur girl. “I want to play the charactar of Dorothy!”

Rich was quite a scholur when it came to the theater, even 

though he had never been on stage before. Rich was confident in 

math, science, and grammer. He didn’t feel similer about acting, 

though. For most of these students, acting was a regulur occurrence. 

Their auditions would probably be supereor to his.

Finally, Rich took a deep breath and stood up. He walked 

slowly to the stage and signed up for his first audition.

 1.  7. 

 2.  8. 

 3.  9. 

 4.  10. 

 5.  11. 

 6.  12. 

 1. � ber
 2. similar
 3. regular
 4. barrier
 5. superior
 6. grammar
 7. rumor
 8. character
 9. director
 10. acre
 11. consider
 12. junior
 13. senior
 14. solar
 15. scholar
 16. razor
 17. surrender
 18. particular
 19. familiar
 20. laser

Spelling Words
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Direct Objects and  
Compound Direct Objects

A direct object is a noun or pronoun that receives the 
action of a verb. To find the direct object in a sentence, 
say the subject, then say the verb, and then ask what or 
whom. Sometimes a sentence may have two direct objects. 
This is called a compound direct object.

direct object
Edward added two items to my list. 

 compound direct object
Edward divided the drinks and snacks between us. 

Activity Underline the direct objects and compound direct objects.

 1. Joe measured the distance from his house to mine.

 2. I determined the length and width to calculate the area of the box.

 3. I measured two cups of sugar for the recipe.

 4. Ms. Santos added the vinegar and baking soda to cause a reaction. 

 5. The new plan increased sales by twenty percent.

 6. Richie subtracted the tax from our total.

 7. Reese added three more employees to the staff.

 8. Sheila ate three cupcakes, leaving only nine for the rest of us.

Thinking Question 
What receives the  
action of the verb?

Unit X, Week X
P R A C T I C E  B O O K
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Indirect Objects

A direct object is a noun or pronoun that receives  
the action of a verb. An indirect object is a noun or 
pronoun that tells to whom or for whom the action  
is done. An indirect object usually comes right  
before a direct object in a sentence. To find the  
indirect object, say the subject, say the verb, then  
ask to whom or for whom.

Liz brought me dozens of flowers. 

Activity Underline the indirect objects.

 1. The teacher gave us ten more math problems. 

 2. My mother gave me half a dozen chores to finish. 

 3. Will showed Monica her test score. 

 4. They asked Mr. Wilson the hardest question. 

 5. I found Rafael five scarves to add to the costume closet.

 6. He bought us four additional tickets for the show. 

 7. Dion paid me ten dollars. 

 8. They gave us 100 percent of the proceeds. 

Thinking Question 
To whom or for whom  
is the action done?
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Transitive and Intransitive Verbs

A transitive verb is a verb that is followed by a  
direct object.

An intransitive verb cannot be followed by a direct  
object. Intransitive verbs would not make sense with  
a direct object.

Some verbs have both transitive and intransitive forms, 
but their meanings are different.

    transitive
She runs six companies. 

    intransitive
She runs through the park each day.

Activity Tell whether the underlined verb is transitive or intransitive.  
Write T for transitive and I for intransitive. If the verb is transitive,  
circle the direct object.

 1. She saw a tutor for algebra classes. 

 2. Use a calculator for those problems. 

 3. I worried about the math test. 

 4. I reviewed two algebra chapters and one geometry lesson.  

 5. I waited patiently for my math test score. 

 6. I became nervous while totaling my purchases. 

 7. After the last lesson, I finally understood fractions. 

 8. I sneezed violently at the smell of the dusty rope. 

Thinking Question 
Is the verb followed by 
a direct object?
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Simple Sentences

Kind of Sentence End Mark Example
Declarative period (.) I will give you this calculator. 
Interrogative question mark (?) Are you ready to add it all? 
Imperative period (.) Please check your totals. 
Exclamatory exclamation mark (!) You gave 100 percent!

1–6. Add the correct end mark to each sentence. Then write what kind of 
sentence it is.

 1. This is a complicated calculation  

 2. Did I double the recipe correctly  

 3. Wait until the sixth measure of the song  

 4. That equation is impossible to solve  

 5. Let’s keep measuring the fabric  

 6. Did you subtract the extra time from your work log  

7–12. Rewrite the paragraph below, correcting any punctuation errors.

I really love this recipe? This cake is delicious? Do you know if  

we have enough eggs. Well, I suppose I could ask my mom! Please 

measure the flour. Can you pour a cup of milk! I can’t find the 

measuring spoons?
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Connect to Writing

Short, Choppy Sentences
She counted the jars. She counted the glasses. She also counted the ceramic bowls. 
Combined Sentence
She counted the jars, the glasses, and the ceramic bowls. 

Combine these sentences by forming compound direct objects. Write the 
new sentence on the line.

 1. We need to add eggs. We need to add butter. We need to add the sifted flour. 

  

  

 2. She measured the hem. She measured the inseam. She measured the length.

  

  

 3. Jonah calculated the area. Jonah calculated the density. Jonah calculated the volume.

  

  

 4. I paid the check. I paid the tip. I paid the parking fee. 

  

  

 5. David counted the pencils in the drawer. David counted the pens in the drawer.  
David counted the paper clips in the drawer. 
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Focus Trait: Organization 
Connecting Ideas in a Logical Order

Good writers organize their argument paragraphs by introducing a claim and 

following it with reasons and evidence that support the claim. They also use specific 

words, phrases, and clauses to show how the claim, reasons, and evidence are 

connected.

Read the argument paragraph. Then use the lines below to revise the paragraph. Begin by 
reorganizing the first three sentences so that the claim is introduced first. Then find places 
where you can add specific words, phrases, or clauses to connect ideas. 

  Here is the proof that math riddles make you think.  You can make an ordinary 
riddle more challenging by adding the element of math.  I know this because I 
discovered a math riddle that requires a little critical thinking. Four magicians meet at 
a party. Each magician must shake hands with one another one time. What is the total 
number of times they will shake hands? You may have figured out the answer right away. 
Maybe you gathered your friends to act it out. But just figuring out that the answer is six 
made you think, right? Math challenges people to use critical thinking skills.
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Science Friction

Think Like a Scientist
Scientists are trained to think in a certain way. First, they present 
a hypothesis, which is a statement that tells what they think is true. 
They gather data, or details, to support the hypothesis. Then, they 
analyze the data or draw a conclusion in a lab report.

Reread pages 224–226 in the story. Complete a lab report for the 
hypothesis listed below. Gather and record data using text from the story.

Lab Report #1

Hypothesis: Amanda is the leader of the group.

Supporting Data:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Conclusion:
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from the story.

Lab Report #2

Hypothesis: Amanda felt bad about how she treated Ellen.

Supporting Data:

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Conclusion:



Latin Roots and Affixes
Some of the words below are formed using one of the following  
root words: aud, which means “hear or listen,” lumen/ luc/ lum, which 
means “light,” and mov/ mot/ mobil, which means “move.”  The other 
words use one of the following prefixes: ambi-, meaning “both” or 
“around,” and sub-, meaning “under.”  Choose the word from the box 
that best completes each sentence.

ambitious
auditorium

translucent
subterranean

audible
luminous

motivated
submarine

 1. The principal’s announcement was not  because 

the speakers in our classroom are broken.

 2. An earthworm is a  animal, since it lives 

underground. 

 3. I could see right through the  screen.

 4. The  student took several difficult classes.

 5. The stars shining brightly in the sky look  .

 6. I got up early on Saturday morning because I was  

to be the first person in line when the store opened.

 7. Under the water, the dolphin swam by the large  .

 8.  We will go to the  this afternoon to listen to 

our class president’s speech.
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Final / en/, / el/, and / er/
Basic Write the Basic Word that best belongs in each group.

 1. trash, garbage, 

 2. pint, liter,  

 3. fields, trees, 

 4. circle, square, 

 5. leave, give up, 

 6. advice, help, 

 7. incorrect, wrong, 

 8. enemy, competitor, 

 9. flower, seed,  

 10. tuna, bass, 

 11. end, stop,  

 12. reduce, reuse,  

 13. breathe, air,  

 14. car, truck,  

 15. watch, observe,  

Challenge Imagine you are running a marathon.  Write a paragraph  
telling about the event.  Use three of the Challenge Words.  Write on a 
separate sheet of paper.

 1. triangle
 2. mental
 3. error
 4. panel
 5. litter
 6. pollen
 7. gallon
 8. cancel
 9. abandon
 10. rival
 11. soldier
 12. recycle
 13. salmon
 14. counsel
 15. rural
 16. vehicle
 17. citizen
 18. monitor
 19. physical
 20. oxygen

Challenge 
punctual
endeavor
abdomen
kilometer
dandelion

Spelling Words
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Spelling Word Sort
Write each Basic Word beside the correct heading.

Final / en/ 
 spelled en  

and on

Final / el/ 
 spelled le,  
el, and al

Final / er/ 
spelled or and 

er 

Challenge Add the Challenge Words to your Word Sort.

Connect to Reading Look through “Science Friction.”  Find words in 
this selection that have the final / en/, / el/, and / er/ spelling patterns 
on this page.  Add them to your Word Sort. 

 1. triangle
 2. mental
 3. error
 4. panel
 5. litter
 6. pollen
 7. gallon
 8. cancel
 9. abandon
 10. rival
 11. soldier
 12. recycle
 13. salmon
 14. counsel
 15. rural
 16. vehicle
 17. citizen
 18. monitor
 19. physical
 20. oxygen

Challenge 
punctual
endeavor
abdomen
kilometer
dandelion

Spelling Words
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Proofreading for Spelling
Find the misspelled words and circle them.  Write them correctly 
on the lines below.

Concentrating all his mentel powers, the lab student focused 

on his science experiment. Carefully, Leo brushed cactus pollin 

onto his left arm. Even though his teacher had tried to consel 

him to abandun his mad project, he was determined to change 

his own physicle properties. Next he mixed a galon of his secret 

growth formula and drank it. He stepped into the pressure 

chamber and pressed the control button that would deliver the 

oxigen. He tried to moniter the process for eror but grew dizzy. 

Still, nothing could make him cansel his dream. No bully would 

ever make fun of him again. No rivul would win the coveted 

science fair prize. He stumbled out of the chamber. A giant, 

poison-spiked, green cactus arm extended where Leo Finkle’s left 

arm had once been.

 1.  7. 

 2.  8. 

 3.  9. 

 4.  10. 

 5.  11. 

 6. 

 1. triangle
 2. mental
 3. error
 4. panel
 5. litter
 6. pollen
 7. gallon
 8. cancel
 9. abandon
 10. rival
 11. soldier
 12. recycle
 13. salmon
 14. counsel
 15. rural
 16. vehicle
 17. citizen
 18. monitor
 19. physical
 20. oxygen
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Using and, but, and or

The coordinating conjunctions and, but, and or join 
sentence parts. And adds information. Or shows  
choice. But shows contrast.

We went to the aquarium, and we observed fish.

Mike can study fish, or he can study aquatic plants. 

I was tired, but I finished the experiment.

Activity Underline the coordinating conjunction in each sentence.

 1. We waited for you, but you were late to science class.

 2. Science interests me, and I enjoy it, too. 

 3. We sat at our desks, and we decided who would be the team leader.

 4. I was willing to lead, but the group chose Andre. 

 5. We could study a family of mice, or we could study plants in a terrarium.

 6. We chose to study the plants, and I was happy about the choice.

 7. The team recorded our observations daily, but I missed two days of class.

 8.  Our teacher said I could review the team’s data, or I could write a 

hypothesis about what happened while I was gone. 

 9. I chose the hypothesis, and I wrote it that night.

 10. I hypothesized that the plants had died, but they actually grew well.

Thinking Questions 
Does the word join 
parts of a sentence? 
Does it add information, 
show choice, or show 
contrast?
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Compound Sentences

A compound sentence is made up of two simple 
sentences joined by a comma and a connecting word  
such as and, or, or but.

Ellen talked a lot during the experiment, but George  
was almost silent.

Activity Underline the simple sentences in each compound sentence.  
Circle the connecting word.

 1. Rob took the science test, but he didn’t finish it. 

 2. He was told to retake the test, or he could write a report about the experiment. 

 3. Our teacher told us we could study invertebrates next, or we could study ecology 

instead.

 4. Most of the class chose to study ecology, but my vote was for invertebrates.

 5. Mr. Wallace assigned my team to study plant life around our school,  

and we went outside to get started. 

 6. Kesha observed the plants near the track, but Oliver observed the 

plants further away.

 7. Alex and Sondra studied the ladybugs on the flowers in the school garden,  

and Jordan took a photo for our report.

 8. We could turn in a written report, or we could create a poster with our results.

 9. My mom got the poster board, and Jordan printed the pictures. 

 10. We all thought our poster looked great, and our teacher did, too.

Thinking Question 
What are the two simple 
sentences joined by a 
connecting word?
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Subject-Verb Agreement in 
Compound Sentences

Each subject in a compound sentence must agree in 
number with the verb that follows it.

My brother likes math, but I like science. 

Activity Circle the correct form of the verb in the parentheses.

 1. Mr. Wallace (teach, teaches) life science, but they (teach, teaches) 

earth science. 

 2. You (is, are) great at physics, and Juan (is, are) great at biology. 

 3. The science project (take, takes) a lot of time, but I (like, likes) 

learning about snakes.  

 4. Jeanine (help, helps) me with math, and I (help, helps) her with 

science.

 5. Five students (wants, want) to do a project on fossils, but Mari 

(prefer, prefers) a project on plants. 

 6. Kyle and Hina (is, are) science team captains, and Hina (want, wants) 

to meet every day.  

 7. The science fair (is, are) on Friday, and I (am, are) almost ready.  

 8. I (are, am) proud of my presentation on butterflies, but my results 

(were, was) not what I expected.  

 9. Most butterflies (lives, live) only a few weeks, but one generation 

(lives, live) for months.  

 10. Experiments (show, shows) how the world works, and that (make, 

makes) science great.  

Thinking Question 
Does each subject in 
the sentence agree in 
number with the verb 
that follows it?
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Subjects and Predicates

Imperative Sentence (You) Please clean the lab table. 
Interrogative Sentence Will you clean up this fish tank?
Compound Subject Dirty glassware and scattered goggles clutter the lab. 
Compound Predicate I will fold the lab coats and organize the supply closet. 

1–3. Write imperative or interrogative for each sentence. Then write the 
subject of the sentence.

 1. Please bring me the test tubes. 

 2. Should we find an aquarium? 

 3. Sweep the lab area first. 

4–8. Underline the conjunction in each compound subject or predicate. 
Then write the simple subjects or simple predicates that are joined by the 
conjunction.

 4. Test tubes and flasks are placed on the shelf. 

 5. Would you rather clean the tanks or wash the beakers? 

 6. We sweep the lab every week and help Mr. Wallace with other 

chores. 

 7. Biology and chemistry are both taught in this room. 

 8. Jackson and Felicia said the science classroom looked much neater. 
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Connect to Writing 

Rambling, Choppy Sentences
We could do a biology project. Only Ellen knows about biology. George doesn’t say much. Benji 
isn’t much help either. 
Compound Sentences 
We could do a biology project, but only Ellen knows about biology. George doesn’t say much, 
and Benji isn’t much help either.

Combine the simple sentences into compound sentences. Write the new 
sentence on the line. 

 1. We could study fish. We could grow beans.

  

  

 2. Maybe George wasn’t interested in science. It was hard to tell.

  

  

 3. We couldn’t work together. Our biology project was behind schedule.

  

  

 4. Our moldy food seemed like a mess. It got us an A!

  

  

 5. Ellen had many interests. She enjoyed biology and music the most.
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Focus Trait: Ideas  
Expressing an Opinion 

Good writers develop an argument by providing reasons and evidence to support 
their claim, or opinion. They organize their ideas in a logical order.

When writing a book review, be sure to include reasons that tell why you think as you 
do. Support your reasons with evidence from the story. 

Read the book review. Then answer the questions that follow. 

The new book by acclaimed 
author Spooky van Danz, entitled A 

Very Spooky Tale of Mad Science, is an 
excellent follow-up to his debut novel, 
A Spooky Tale of Mad Science. The 
best part of this new book is the kooky 
character named Dr. Al Chemy and his 
wacky adventures.

Once again, Dr. Al Chemy wreaks 
havoc by setting loose oddball monsters 
created in his secret lab. The plot gets 

better when Dr. Al Chemy creates the 
most destructive creature yet! In  
Chapter 5, a giant apple monster, with 
an appetite for doctors, causes chaos at a 
local hospital. 

Aside from Chapter 2, which goes on 
a bit too long describing Dr. Al Chemy’s 
brother Joe, the book is an instant hit. 
The vivid story events make this book a 
page-turner. I highly recommend it.

 1. What word in the introduction establishes the writer’s claim about the 

book? 

  

 2. Which sentence shows the writer using textual evidence to back up 

her claim? 

  

 3. What reason does the writer give for liking the book? 

  

 4. What part of the book does the writer not like? What reason is given?
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Kensuke’s Kingdom

Write a Tip Sheet

Michael set fires as beacons so that passing boats might 
save him. Reread pages 254–255 and, in the space below, 
use details from the text to identify the causes and effects 
of Michael seeing a passing boat.

Cause Effect

Cause Effect

Michael disobeys the old man and goes swimming in the ocean, 
only to be stung by a jellyfish. Reread pages 256–257 and, in the 
space below, use details from the text to identify the causes and 
effects of Michael getting stung.
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Michael now understands the dangers of swimming in  
unknown waters. Use details from the text to help Michael 
write a tip sheet that describes these dangers.

Question:  Why is swimming in unknown waters dangerous?

Answer:  

Question:  What does a jellyfish sting feel like?

Answer: 

Question: What can be used to treat a jellyfish sting?

Answer: 



Denotation and Connotation
A word’s denotation is its exact, dictionary definition.  A word’s 
connotation is the idea or feeling that is implied or suggested by a 
word.  The words in the box can suggest either a positive or negative 
feeling, or connotation.  Choose the word that best completes each 
sentence, and then circle whether the word has a positive (+) or 
negative (–) connotation.

snicker
isolate

furiously
tolerate

veil
grasp

expedition

 1. The family set out on an  to explore their  

new city. + –

 2. His loud  sounded harsh against his sister’s  

soft giggle. + –

 3. If you  the meaning of your words, I won’t 

understand. + –

 4. When we ignore another person, we  him or 

her. + –

 5. A firm  while shaking hands creates a solid 

impression. + –

 6. The stormy sea lashed  against the shoreline. 

 + –

 7.  I can just barely  the cold temperature. 

 + –
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Words with -ed or -ing
Basic Write the Basic Word that best replaces the underlined 
word in each sentence. 

 1. I trembled in the cold.

 2. I couldn’t believe this was occurring.

 3. Jon and I were supposed to go a math teaching session tonight.

 4. We had abandoned our plans because of the winter storm. 

 5. The roads were so bad that travel was restricted.

 6. I saw cars sliding on the icy road in front of my house.

 7. Dad said it was appropriate that we should have a storm like 

this on the first day of winter. 

 8. He said that the snow shining on top of every surface was 

beautiful.

 9. I didn’t understand his logic.

 10. I have always liked summer over winter.

 1.  6. 

 2.  7. 

 3.  8. 

 4.  9. 

 5.  10. 

Challenge You have been assigned to report on an awards  
ceremony.  Write a story about what happened.  Use three of the  
Challenge Words.  Write on a separate sheet of paper.

 1. happening
 2. limited
 3. forgetting
 4. equaled
 5. fitting
 6. reasoning
 7. labored
 8. permitting
 9. scrapped
 10. tutoring
 11. admitted
 12. honored
 13. skidding
 14. pardoned
 15. modeling
 16. preferred
 17. scarred
 18. favored
 19. glistening
 20. shuddered

Challenge 
omitted
merited
tapered
equipped
recurring

Spelling Words
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Spelling Word Sort
Write each Basic Word beside the correct heading.

Final consonant 
doubled (one-
syllable word + 
-ed or -ing)

Final consonant 
doubled (two-
syllable word 
with the accent 
on the second 
syllable + -ed 
or -ing)

No change to 
final consonant 
(two-syllable 
word with the 
accent on the 
first syllable + 
-ed or -ing)

Challenge Add the Challenge Words to your Word Sort.

Connect to Reading Look through Kensuke’s Kingdom.  Find words 
that have the -ed or -ing spelling patterns on this page.  Add them to 
your Word Sort.

 1. happening
 2. limited
 3. forgetting
 4. equaled
 5. fitting
 6. reasoning
 7. labored
 8. permitting
 9. scrapped
 10. tutoring
 11. admitted
 12. honored
 13. skidding
 14. pardoned
 15. modeling
 16. preferred
 17. scarred
 18. favored
 19. glistening
 20. shuddered

Challenge 
omitted
merited
tapered
equipped
recurring

Spelling Words
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Proofreading for Spelling
Find the misspelled words and circle them.  Write them correctly 
on the lines below.

The group of young people laborred for hours to climb the 

scarrd volcanic cliff, wondering what would happen to them. 

When they had left home, they had felt honorred to be given  

jobs modelling beachwear in the South Pacific. They admited to 

one another that it seemed a dream come true to be favorred 

with the trip, and they pardonned their own giddiness. They 

thought nothing had equalled the thrill of being chosen, but the 

boys and girls were forgeting that thrills can also be scary. Then, 

when the plane plunged into the glisening ocean, they became 

stranded on an island. They used their best reasonning about 

what to do. A few of them stayed on the beach to build a small 

shelter, while some preffered to build a fire on top of the cliffs to 

signal for help. How long would they be castaways?

 1.  7. 

 2.  8. 

 3.  9. 

 4.  10. 

 5.  11. 

 6.  12. 

 1. happening
 2. limited
 3. forgetting
 4. equaled
 5. fitting
 6. reasoning
 7. labored
 8. permitting
 9. scrapped
 10. tutoring
 11. admitted
 12. honored
 13. skidding
 14. pardoned
 15. modeling
 16. preferred
 17. scarred
 18. favored
 19. glistening
 20. shuddered

Spelling Words
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Phrases and Clauses

A phrase is a group of words that does not have  
both a subject and a predicate. It cannot stand alone  
as a sentence.

Before lunch, we met our friends at the beach. 

A clause is a group of words that has both a  
subject and a predicate.

Before lunch, we met our friends at the beach. 

Activity Tell whether each group of words below is a phrase or a clause.

 1. Jon and I were stuck there 

 2. on the beach 

 3. we found shelter under the trees 

 4. after searching 

 5. because of the rain 

 6. with the birds 

 7. because we were thirsty 

 8. we searched for fresh water 

Thinking Questions 
Does the group of words 
have both a subject  
and a predicate?  
Can it stand alone  
as a sentence?
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Dependent and Independent 
Clauses

A dependent clause has a subject and a predicate, 
but it cannot stand alone as a complete sentence. A 
subordinating conjunction comes at the beginning of  
a dependent clause. Words like after, before, because,  
and while are common subordinating conjunctions.

While we slept, the rain fell hard.

An independent clause also has a subject and a predicate, 
but independent clauses can stand alone as complete 
sentences.

While we slept, the rain fell hard.

Activity Circle the dependent clauses and underline the independent 
clauses in the sentences below.

 1. While we were hiking, Lyssa and I found some fruit.

 2. After we examined them, we put some in our bags.

 3. Because we were tired, we stopped near a waterfall to rest.

 4. Lyssa ate some fruit while she took a break.

 5. Even though we wanted to head back, we decided to hike longer.

 6. Before we reached the end of the trail, we heard birds squawking.

 7. When we got closer, we saw several parrots.

 8. Lyssa took a picture before we ran back.

Thinking Questions 
Does the clause 
have a subject and 
a predicate? Can 
it stand alone as a 
complete sentence? 
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Complex Sentences

A complex sentence contains an independent clause 
joined by one or more dependent clauses. The clauses  
are joined by a subordinating conjunction. These  
conjunctions tell where, when, why, and how.  
After, although, as, because, before, if, since,  
so that, until, when, whether, and while are common 
subordinating conjunctions.

independent clause dependent clause 
She ate a snack because she was so hungry.

The subordinating conjunction can appear at the 
beginning or in the middle of a complex sentence. If the 
conjunction begins the sentence, you should use a comma 
after the last word in the dependent clause.

Because she was so hungry, she ate a snack.

Activity Circle the coordinating conjunctions in the complex sentences 
below. If the sentence is missing a comma, add one.

 1. Before we could get on the boat  we put on safety vests. 
 2. Jimi talked to the captain while I fastened my vest. 
 3. Since we had never seen the whole island  we were very excited 

about the boat tour.
 4. Jimi let me use the binoculars so that I could see the fish jumping. 
 5. If I had ever seen something so awesome  I could not remember it. 
 6. After we had sailed for an hour  we were on the other side of the 

island. 
 7. The captain docked the boat when we wanted to explore. 
 8. Until it was time to leave  Jimi and I played on the beach.

Thinking Questions 
Does the sentence contain 
an independent clause that 
is joined by one or more 
dependent clauses?  
Does a subordinating 
conjunction join the 
clauses?
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Common and Proper Nouns

Common Nouns Proper Nouns
Concrete boy, dog, mountain Michael, Stella, Atlantic Ocean
Abstract fear, joy, kindness, sleep Middle Ages, Buddhism
Collective team, family, flock, bunch

1–3. Write the nouns in each sentence. Label each noun concrete, 
abstract, or collective, and common or proper.

 1. Our boat landed on Thunder Island, a deserted island in the South Pacific Ocean.

  

  

 2. As the captain led our small group up the beach, mystery and intrigue filled my head.

  

  

  

 3. The dark jungle stirred my senses, and the suspense was growing.

  

  

4–6. Capitalize all proper nouns.

 4. A sailor named captain bonnshank told us the legend.

  

  

 5. His story lasted all the way from pearl cove to the top of mount cyan.

  

  

 6. My dog skippy heard a rustle in the brush and ran off to investigate.
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Connect to Writing

Simple Sentences with Related Ideas
The sky was overcast. We decided to stay out of the water.
Combined Sentences with Subordinating Conjunction
Since the sky was overcast, we decided to stay out of the water.

Combine these sentences by supplying a subordinating conjunction. Write 
the new sentence on the line. 

 1. The boat was delayed. We arrived late.

  

  

 2. Dad had a map. I couldn’t figure out where we were. 

  

  

 3. Pedro asked someone from the boat for help. We were lost. 

  

  

 4. Lyssa took some photographs. Grandma sat down on a rock. 

  

  

 5. Pedro discovered how to get to the river. We took a new trail to  
find it. 

  

  

 6. It was very hot. Lyssa felt sick.
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Focus Trait: Ideas 
Analyzing the Text

It is important to support any claim with reasons and evidence. When stating a claim 

about something you’ve read, use evidence from the text to support your reasons.

Claim: Michael feels angry, sad, and depressed.

Reason: He wants to get home very badly.

Evidence: Michael becomes so excited when he sees the ship that he screams and 

shouts. He is so eager to light the fire that his hand shakes too badly to hold the 

fireglass.

Read each question and generate a claim and a reason. Find evidence in 
Kensuke’s Kingdom to support your reason. Write your claim, your reason, 
and at least two pieces of evidence. 

 1. How do Michael’s feelings toward Kensuke change over time?
  Claim: 
  
  Reason:

  

  

  Evidence: 

 
 2. How does Kensuke probably feel before Michael comes to the island?
  Claim: 
  
  Reason:

  
  Evidence: 
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Children of the Midnight Sun: 
Young Native Voices of Alaska

Design Totem Poles
The author of this text compares and contrasts the lives of two 
Native American children in Alaska to describe how they celebrate 
their traditions in a modern context. Use the text and illustrations 
to help you compare their cultures and lives.

Arts and Culture
Reread page 283 and the first paragraph on page 284. 
How do the arts reflect the culture of the Haidas?

Reread pages 290 and 291. 
How do the arts reflect the culture of the Tlingit? 

Comparison: How are these two tribes similar? 

Importance of Family 
Reread pages 284 and 259. How is the importance of family similar in the two tribes?
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Grade 6, Unit 2

Look at the totem poles on page 282. They are carved from 
wood and each segment has a special meaning. Design 
totem poles that explain the tribal lives of Selina’s and Josh’s 
families. What could they include? Think about things that 
make their tribe unique or different. Below each totem pole, 
write a description of why you chose each symbol.

Selina Josh



Synonyms
The word pairs listed are synonyms, or words with similar meanings.  
Fill in both blanks in the sentences below using the correct word pair 
from the box.  Then think of another synonym for the word pair.  If you 
need help, use a thesaurus.

heavy/dense
often/frequently

rare/uncommon
decay/rot

retain/keep
abandon/desert

lore/wisdom
plentiful/abundant

 1. The humid air felt  with each breath she took . The  

forest was  with trees. 

 2. Be sure to  your password a 

secret, and  the code in memory. 

 3. Last year, the crop was  , but this year, the pests 

are  . 

 4. They  went to the Mexican restaurant, where they 

 ordered burritos. 

 5. It was difficult to  her home, but the wildfires 

forced her to  it . 

 6. We heard many words of  when the 

family  was repeated on holidays.  

 7. It was  to make close friends when free time was 

so  . 

 8. We learned how to brush properly to prevent tooth  ,  

because we don’t want our teeth to  . 
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Endings and Suffixes
Basic Write the Basic Word that best replaces the underlined 
word or words in the paragraph.

My sister’s wedding day was finally here. Lots of people 

thought Stephen and Megan were an (1) improbable couple, 

but I thought they were (2) charming. I walked into the room 

and stared in (3) wonder. It was (4) completely full. There were 

(5) barely enough seats for everyone. Luckily I had a (6) saved 

seat in the front row. As the bridesmaids walked in, the (7) thrill 

grew. Then it was my dad and Megan’s turn. My dad had a (8) 

determined air. Megan was so (9) elegant as she (10) moved 

forward down the aisle. I was very happy for her!

 1.  6. 

 2.  7. 

 3.  8. 

 4.  9. 

 5.  10. 

Challenge Write a paragraph about one of your heroes.  Tell 
why you consider that person to be a hero.  Use three of the Challenge 
Words.  Write on a separate sheet of paper.

 1. reserved
 2. unlikely
 3. purposeful
 4. adorable
 5. amazement
 6. gentleness
 7. sparkling
 8. homeless
 9. excitement
 10. mileage
 11. graceful
 12. sincerely
 13. advanced
 14. usable
 15. amusement
 16. entirely
 17. wireless
 18. excluding
 19. scarcely
 20. changeable

Challenge 
inspiring
idleness
achievement
precisely
disciplined

Spelling Words
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Spelling Word Sort
Write each Basic Word beside the correct heading.

Drop the final e

Keep the final e

Challenge Add the Challenge Words to your Word Sort.

Connect to Reading Look through Children of the Midnight Sun.   
Find more words that have the endings and suffixes on this page.   
Add them to your Word Sort. 

 1. reserved
 2. unlikely
 3. purposeful
 4. adorable
 5. amazement
 6. gentleness
 7. sparkling
 8. homeless
 9. excitement
 10. mileage
 11. graceful
 12. sincerely
 13. advanced
 14. usable
 15. amusement
 16. entirely
 17. wireless
 18. excluding
 19. scarcely
 20. changeable

Challenge 
inspiring
idleness
achievement
precisely
disciplined

Spelling Words
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Proofreading for Spelling
Find the misspelled words and circle them.  Write them correctly on 
the lines below. 

When you look at the adoruble, fur-encased face of the 

child on the Alaska travel poster, you don’t see the whole 

story. Native American children in Alaska live in an entirerly 

changebel environment not known for its gentelness. It’s a land 

of vast milage between towns, sparkeling glaciers, and midnight 

sun. In schoolyards, exclooding wildlife can be a challenge, and 

a cell phone isn’t always useabal because wirless towers aren’t 

everywhere. Although traditional stories show these children 

carving ice blocks for amusment, there are scarcley any igloos 

still built in the region. Alaskan Native Americans sincerly 

want their children to have the same opportunities as children 

anywhere else. 

 1.  7. 

 2.  8. 

 3.  9. 

 4.  10. 

 5.  11. 

 6.  12. 

 1. reserved
 2. unlikely
 3. purposeful
 4. adorable
 5. amazement
 6. gentleness
 7. sparkling
 8. homeless
 9. excitement
 10. mileage
 11. graceful
 12. sincerely
 13. advanced
 14. usable
 15. amusement
 16. entirely
 17. wireless
 18. excluding
 19. scarcely
 20. changeable

Spelling Words
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More Compound and Complex 
Sentences

A simple sentence contains a subject and a predicate.  
It states a complete thought.

 Whales are huge. Their blubber is used in many ways.

The conjunctions and, but, and or can be used to  
make two simple sentences into a compound  
sentence. Compound sentences have two subjects  
and two predicates.

  Fish are plentiful, and they provide much of a  
Tlingit child’s diet.

A complex sentence contains an independent clause 
joined to one or more dependent clauses. The conjunctions 
after, although, as, because, before, if, since, so that, until, 
when, and while can be used to make a simple sentence 
and a dependent clause into a complex sentence.

  Although they dine on fish and other marine animals, 
the Tlingit people also eat many kinds of berries. 

Activity Label each example a simple sentence, compound sentence,  
or complex sentence. If there is a conjunction, circle it.

 1. The mountains were covered in snow. 
 2. Seri had seen snow, but he had never seen so much. 
 3. Although he had been to the aquarium before, Seri had never seen 

sea lions in their natural habitat. 
 4. When he ate herring eggs for the first time, he thought they tasted 

great. 
 5. Everyone he met was very friendly. 
 6. Seri was feeling adventurous, but he didn’t know where to explore. 

Thinking Questions 
Does the sentence have two 
subjects and two predicates? 
Does the sentence contain an 
independent clause? Is  
the clause joined to one or 
more dependent clauses?
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Compound-Complex Sentences

A compound-complex sentence is made up of at  
least two independent clauses and one or more  
dependent clauses.

Since it was too cold, we stayed in the lodge,  
and Jack made soup.

Activity Label each example a compound sentence, complex sentence, or 
compound-complex sentence. Underline the independent clauses. Circle 
the dependent clauses.

 1. Before we visited the Tlingit village , Mr. White made us breakfast, and 

we ate in the lodge. 

 2. After we ate, we dressed in our warmest clothes, and Mr. White led 

us to the boat. 

 3. Kim was mesmerized by the seals when they swam past her. 

 4. Though it was extremely cold , I had a great time, and I would like to 

go again soon. 

 5. Kim and Jack were ready to go back, but I wanted to stay on the 

boat. 

 6. Because we were on the boat all day, we were pretty tired. 

 7. After we returned , we couldn’t stop talking, and Mr. White laughed at 

our excitement.  

 8. I couldn’t wait for the next day’s events, and I headed off to bed. 

Thinking Question 
Is the sentence made 
up of two independent 
clauses and one or 
more dependent 
clauses?
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Writing Clear Sentences

When writing complex sentences, good writers place the 
most important idea in the independent clause.

We won the sledding contest because we practiced.

Good writers also place dependent clauses before  
or after the independent clause, not in the middle.

incorrect: They, after we won, cheered for us.

correct: After we won, they cheered for us.

1–4.  Combine the two sentences to make a complex sentence.

 1. I needed help. I had never ridden a sled before. 

  

 2. Nic went sledding last year. He taught me.

  

 3. It was very cold. We had to wear many layers. 

  

 4. We were sledding. I almost fell off my sled.

  

5–6. Rewrite the sentences, placing the dependent clause at the beginning  
or end of each sentence.

 5. Nic, because he sledded last year, did a great job. 

  

 6. My sled was, since I hit a tree, broken.

  

Thinking Questions 
Is the most important 
idea in the independent 
clause? Is the dependent 
clause at the beginning 
or the end of the 
sentence?
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Other Kinds of Nouns

Singular Nouns alphabet microscope bunch boss fox waltz

Plural Nouns alphabets microscopes bunches bosses foxes waltzes

Singular Nouns potato studio memory holiday scarf mouse deer

Plural Nouns potatoes studios memories holidays scarves mice deer

Singular Possessives a baby’s heart Mr. Jones’s routine a child’s health

Plural Possessives two babies’ cribs the Joneses’ plans the children’s programs

1–4. Write the noun in parentheses in its correct plural, singular 
possessive, or plural possessive form.

 1. We climbed on my (parent) boat for a cruise around Prince of Wales 

Island. 

 2. All of the (child) sat at the front of the boat. 

 3. Several (wave) crashed over the bow. 

 4. We could see some (fish) swimming along the boat. 

5–7. Correct the incorrect plurals and possessive nouns in these tongue 
twisters.

 5. Bobbys boat boasts the best float’s from coast to coast.

 6. Captain Steves storys of the sea seem seriously silly. 

 7. The wave’s wispy whitecap’s whack the walls’ of Willys’ whaler.
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Connect to Writing

Choppy Sentences Combined Sentences
The mountain was enormous. We could still 
see its peak. We took pictures.

Though the mountain was enormous, we could 
still see its peak, and we took pictures.

Combine each group of sentences. Write the new sentence on the line.

 1. He comes in from the cold. We should make a fire. We should heat some soup. 

    

 
 2. We have dinner. We will play a game. We will go to sleep. 

  

  

 3. We can add wood to the fire. You will need to get it. I can’t carry it.

  

  

 4. The dogs are hungry. We should feed them. Then we should brush them. 

  

  

 5. They have worked all day. The dogs should rest. We should leave them alone.
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Focus Trait: Sentence Fluency 
Correcting Misplaced Modifiers

Sentence with a Misplaced Modifier Correct Sentence

Chinese New Year marks the end of 
winter, which is one of the most important 
traditional holidays in China.

Chinese New Year, which is one of the most 
important traditional holidays in China, 
marks the end of winter.

Read each sentence. Rewrite it to correct the misplaced modifier.

 1. Families thoroughly clean their homes to sweep out bad luck and 
make room for good luck working together.

  

  

 2. Of many colors, the windows and doors have festive decorations.

  

  

 3. Families serve a traditional feast on the eve of Chinese 

New Year, the most important meal of the year.  

  

 4. Launched into the sky, the evening is often ended with a celebration 
of firecrackers.

  

  

 5. Children greet their parents first thing in the morning and receive 
gifts waking early.

  

  

Writing
© Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved.
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Freedom Walkers

Rules of the Bus
Some rules are posted so everybody can see them, such as the 
White Only and Colored Only signs on pages 18–19. Other rules 
are unwritten. Many rules about the buses in Montgomery were 
unwritten. Reread pages 8–9 to see some examples of the bus 
rules. Use the information from Freedom Walkers to write the rules 
for riding the bus. Mark each with W for written or U for unwritten.

Rules of the Bus
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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We the WPC Demand!
The Women’s Political Council (WPC) made several demands of  
the bus company and city commissioners. Read pages 10–13. 
Write three demands of the WPC. Use examples of injustice  
people had experienced on the buses to explain why the WPC  
was making these demands.

The WPC demands an end to unfair bus practices.
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Independent ReadingClaudette Colvin and Jo Ann Robinson
While many people were affected by the unfair rules on the Montgomery 
public buses, Russell Freedman describes two women in detail: 
Jo Ann Robinson (pages 5–8) and Claudette Colvin (pages 15–17). 
Use the pages to complete the chart, comparing Robinson and Colvin.

Compare Robinson and Colvin

The lives of the 
two women

How They Were the Same

How They Were Different

What they did 
on the buses

How They Were the Same

How They Were Different

What happened 
on the buses as 
a result of their 

actions

How They Were the Same

How They Were Different

What happened 
after the bus 

incidents

How They Were the Same

How They Were Different
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Independent ReadingWill You Be My Inspiration?
Who is a good candidate to inspire a battle against bus 
segregation? Read about E. D. Nixon on pages 17–22. Then 
pretend to be Nixon and analyze each person, listing pros and 
cons. Use what you have written to describe the perfect candidate.

Pros Cons

Jo Ann  
Robinson

Claudette  
Colvin

Mary Louise 
Smith

The best candidate would be:
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Independent ReadingThe Time Machine Reporter
Imagine it is the year 2642 and you are a reporter for the 
Time Machine News. You step inside the machine and travel  
to Montgomery, Alabama, in the year 1955. You will report on  
what is happening and post it to the paper’s blog.

Use what you have read through page 22 to write notes on what  
you see and what you experience. What is life like for the people  
of Montgomery, Alabama in 1955? What important events are happening?  
Who are important people of the time?
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Microsoft Internet Explorere

e

e

File Edit View Tools HelpFavorites

Address Go

Internet

Microsoft Internet Explorere

e

e

File Edit View Tools HelpFavorites

Address Go

Internet

Now use your notes to create your blog post about 
your experience. Write from the first person point of view. 
Be sure to use descriptive language to get your readers excited 
about this time and place.

My Blog

June 19, 2642 4:45

Title:

By: 
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1913

1933

1943

1955
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Freedom Walkers

Rosa Parks, a Life
Rosa Parks was an important person in the Montgomery 
Bus Boycott. Read pages 23–33 to make a timeline 
for Rosa Park’s life. Use the years on the left side of 
the page and write six important events in her life.

Rosa Parks Before the Montgomery Bus Boycott
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Independent Reading

When that bus driver said, “Let me have  
those front seats,” the voice in my head said:

What Was Rosa Parks Thinking?
Read the description on pages 26–28 of what happens 
on December 1, 1955, when Rosa Parks refuses to give 
up her seat. You read what Rosa Parks said after she 
was arrested and what people said during her arrest. 
Now write an internal dialogue for Rosa Parks. 

When the policemen asked why I had not given up  
my seat, the voice in my head said:

When that bus driver asked if I was going to stand up,  
the voice in my head said:

When I told that bus driver, “You may do that,”  
the voice in my head said:
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You Won’t Believe
What Just Happened . . .
You have read on pages 26–28 how people sitting next to Parks 
got up and moved to the back. What do you think it might have 
been like to be a passenger on the bus? Write a letter to a family 
member about the experience. Tell all the events on the bus, how 
you felt about it, and include some of your hopes or fears about 
what might happen next.
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Independent ReadingNeeded: Homemade  
Posters for Bus Stops
Read pages 36–38 to find out what happened  
on the first day of the boycott. Find examples  
of posters people created to inspire each other.  
Then make your own poster to remind people  
not to ride the buses. Include graphics and  
a catchy slogan.
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Independent ReadingMIA: The Mission
A mission statement explains the purpose of an organization.  
Read about the beginning of the Montgomery Improvement 
Association (MIA) on pages 42–44. Write a mission  
statement for MIA. Name the people involved and why  
they are organizing. Explain what they hope to accomplish 
and how they will do it.

Montgomery Improvement Association Mission Statement
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Independent ReadingTweets from the Field
You have read about the speech Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., made 
from the pulpit on the evening of December 5. If this speech 
happened today, someone would be tweeting about it. 
Read what happened during the speech on pages 44–47. 
Write short tweets of three events that happened during 
the speech. Remember to only use 140 characters 
including spaces and punctuation!
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Independent ReadingMy Walking Experiences of Freedom
People were asked to testify, or tell about their experiences, at 
meetings every Monday and Thursday night. Reread pages 49–54 
to understand what people said at these meetings. Suppose you 
were asked to share your experiences of walking. Where are you 
going every day? How do you get there? Why do you continue to 
boycott the buses? What do you want others to know?

My Thoughts as a Walker
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Independent ReadingDr. King’s Journal
Dr. King and the black leaders met with some white officials 
to end the boycott. Reread pages 54–55 to find out what 
happened. Then write a journal entry for this day. What  
would Dr. King write? Compare the meetings with the  
white officials to the meeting with the black community.
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Microsoft Internet Explorere

e

e

File Edit View Tools HelpFavorites

Address Go

Internet

Microsoft Internet Explorere

e

e

File Edit View Tools HelpFavorites

Address Go

Internet

Someone You Should Meet
White people also supported the boycott, such as Virginia Durr 
and Clifford Durr (pages 25 and 30), Reverend Graetz and Juliette 
Morgan (page 56), and women who would drive their maids home 
(page 61). Write an online encyclopedia article about one of these 
people. Use facts and details from the text to summarize this 
person’s life and his or her importance to the boycott. 
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Independent ReadingMeeting Scheduled for Tonight!
Leaflets were used to tell people about the bus boycott right 
after Rosa Parks was arrested. Use the leaflet on page 35 as an 
inspiration. Read pages 62–63. Design a leaflet describing why a 
meeting has been called. Include the time, place, and discussion 
topics for the meeting.

Meeting Tonight!
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NEWS

Extra! Extra!
Dr. King learned that his house had been bombed during 
a meeting. Write a newspaper article about the bombing. 
Reread pages 64–67 and write a newspaper headline that will 
entice your readers to read about the bombing. Then write a 
paragraph that explains the events at the Kings’ house.
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Independent ReadingProud to be Arrested?
The title of Chapter 6 is “Proud to be Arrested.”  
Why do you think the author uses this title? Reread 
pages 61–63 and 67–73. Write a paragraph that 
compares the arrests in the two passages. Then explain 
what the title of the chapter means.
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Freedom Walkers

“The Dumbest Act”
The editor of the Montgomery paper called the 
indictments, “the dumbest act that has ever been 
done in Montgomery.” Suppose this quote is the 
subject of a debate. Reread pages 67–73 and 
pages 75–76. Circle a side of the debate. Defend your 
side using at least one quote from Freedom Walkers.

Arresting protesters 
is a dumb way to 
stop the boycott.

Arresting many people 
for protesting is 

a smart method to 
stop the boycott.

or
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Independent ReadingThe News Has Arrived!
News bulletins are short messages about breaking news stories. 
Dr. King and his team received a news bulletin during his trial. 
What do you think it said? Read pages 72–73 and 83–85, and then 
write the news bulletin that was handed to King. Include the 
most important information.

Breaking News …
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Independent ReadingAn Interview with the 
Reverend Robert Graetz
Read pages 83–84 to find out what Reverend Graetz 
read and how the audience responded. Write interview 
questions that you would like to ask the Reverend. For 
more information about his life, read page 56. Then use 
the information from the text to answer your questions.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
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Independent Reading

Nonviolence Workshop
Training Script

Nonviolence Workshops
Dr. King spoke about nonviolence, reminding people 
throughout the boycott that they should not be the ones  
who brought violence to others. Reread page 85. Write  
a script that might have been used at a workshop to teach 
nonviolence. Remember that a script identifies speakers,  
tells them what to say, and includes the actions they perform.
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Each person in Freedom Walkers changed history.  
Read pages 96–99. Write the life lessons each of these  
people have taught you. Use two examples from the book  
to explain your thoughts on each person.

Jo Ann Robinson’s Lesson:

Martin Luther King, Jr.’s Lesson:
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Claudette Colvin’s Lesson:

Rosa Parks’s Lesson:

E. D. Nixon’s Lesson:
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